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Title:  

Name:  Date:

3 pointS 2 pointS 1 point 0 pointS Score

All sources (text and graphics)  All sources are documented,  At least one source is not  Two or more sources  
are accurately cited in the but not in the required  documented, but others   are not documented or  
required format. format. are in required format. some sources are not in  
   required format.

Notes are organized in a neat,  Notes are recorded legibly  Notes are recorded. There are no notes. 
orderly fashion. and are somewhat organized.

Graphic organizer or out line Graphic organizer or outline  Graphic organizer or out- Graphic organizer or  
has been completed and shows has been completed and  line has been completed,  outline has not been  
clear, logical relationships shows all main topics with  showing only main topics. completed. 
between all topics and subtopics. a few subtopics. 

At least three articles or books At least two articles or  At least two articles or  Only one article or book  
and at least three Internet books and at least three  books and at least two  and only one Internet  
sources were used. Internet sources were used. Internet sources were used. source were used.

In the introductory paragraph,  Introduces main concept, but Readers need to infer the An introductory 
the main concept and subtopics does not let readers know main concept. paragraph is missing. 
are clearly stated. subtopics at the beginning   
  of the paper.  

Report is logically organized,  Report is logically organized,  Report is logically organized, Report is not logically 
using headings, illustrations, and/ using a few headings and but include no heading or organized. 
or multimedia where appropriate. illustrations. illustrations.

In an engaging manner, the  The report includes facts,  Report includes facts and Report is lacking 
report presents facts, definitions,  definitions, details, and details, but does not include necessary facts and  
details, and quotations to  quotations to support necessary definitions or details; topic is not 
support subtopics. subtopics. quotations. well developed.

Uses transition and connecting  Uses transition and connecting Transition and connecting Sentences are simple 
words in paragraphs and  words within paragraphs. words are missing in with no connecting 
between paragraphs so that   paragraphs and between words. 
ideas are easy to follow.  paragraphs. 

Uses a variety of domain- Uses some domain-specific Uses only one or two No domain-specific words 
specific words that are assoc- words associated with the domain-specific words. are used throughout the 
iated with the topic, and topic.  paper. 
defines them when appropriate. 

Student had three peers  Student had two peers and  Student had one peer and  Student had no peer  
and teacher read report for  teacher read report for  teacher read report for  read report for content. 
content. Student accepted  content. Student accepted  content. Student did not  
suggestions readily. most suggestions. readily accept suggestions.

Student had three peers  Students had two peers edit  Student had one peer  Student had no peer  
edit the report. Student  the report. Student accepted  edit the report. Student  edit the report. 
accepted suggestions readily. only some of the suggestions. accepted few suggestions.

Finished product was neatly  Finished product was neatly Finished product was  Student did not share  
prepared and shared and  prepared and shared orally  somewhat neat. Student  his/her report in any  
posted on the bulletin  OR posted on the bulletin  posted it on the bulletin  manner. 
board or online. board or online. board.
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Finished product had title Finished product was  Finished product was  Finished product was  
page, page numbers, table missing one of the  missing two of the  missing three or more of 
of contents, and reference following: title page, page  following: title page, page  the following: title page, 
page. numbers, table of contents,  numbers, table of contents,  page numbers, table of 
 or reference page. or reference page. contents, or reference page.

The report contained no The report contained no  The report contained no  The report contained more 
spelling, punctuation,  more than one of the  more than two of the  than three of the following 
capitalization, or grammar following errors: punctua- following errors: spelling,  errors: spelling, punctua- 
errors. tion, spelling, capitalization,  punctuation, capitaliza- tion, capitalization, or 
 or grammar. tion, or grammar. grammar.

The report was well organ- The report was well  The report was organized  There was no clear  
ized with all paragraphs  organized with only one  with only two paragraphs  organization to the  
correctly constructed. paragraph not correctly  not correctly constructed. report. It lacked well- 
 constructed.  constructed paragraphs.

The topic was age appro- The topic was age appro- The topic was age appro- The topic was age appro- 
priate and interesting. priate and somewhat  priate with only a few new priate, but contained no 
 interesting. pieces of information. new information.

 TOTAL SCORE: ____ /45 
 (Acceptable score is 36 or 80%).
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